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Abstract: The objective of this research is to identify factors affecting sustainable food consumption
behavior among Malaysians. An extension of the theory of planned behavior (TPB) is used as the
framework of the study. Perceived value is also added to the framework to gain an understanding
of consumer’s personal factors’ effect on sustainable food consumption. This study tested eight
hypotheses on sustainable food consumption behavior with empirical data from a sample of
220 adults. The regression analysis results show that social norm, perceived value, perceived
consumer effectiveness, and attitude have significant impacts on intention to consumer sustainable
food. Perceived availability, perceived consumer effectiveness and intention also have significant
impacts on actual behavior. The findings of this study can provide certain grounds for understanding
sustainable food consumption intention and behavior. Research limitations and some guidelines for
further lines of research are presented. In a global context the findings of this study is important,
as consumption patterns need to be changed to meet the climate challenge.

Keywords: theory of planned behavior (TPB); sustainable food consumption; empirical study;
Malaysia; M30; M31

1. Introduction

Global climate change has led to the evolution of consumption patterns. Many more consumers
begin to pay attention to sustainable-food consumption [1–3]. When the demand for sustainable
products increases, market forces will make companies change their production to meet both the market
demand and environmental impact reduction, including ecosystem degradation and greenhouse gas
emissions. Understanding consumer behavior concerning sustainable-food consumption is important
for the survival of a business.

Sustainable food is an emerging concept and has provided a quite varied arrangement of
policy suggestions and definitions [4–6]. This is according to Gorgitano and Sodano’s [4] definition,
that sustainable food should “meet safety, political and environmental requirements, such as safe,
healthy, and nutritious diets for everyone; viable livelihood for farmers, processors, and retailers;
animal welfare; environment protection; biodiversity safeguard; energy saving; minimum waste”.
Many industrial ecologists and economists have examined the association between sustainability and
dietary habits, developed sound conceptual models, and conducted empirical studies that explain
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the environmental values of diets and examines alternative diets concerning the various measure of
sustainability [7]. For example, Gelinder et al. [8] in their study on students’ choices of sustainable
food in Sweden addressed sustainability issues have been compulsory to include in school syllabus
and provided the guidelines on how to make choices of sustainable food. Sidali et al. [9] collected
data from three industrialized countries, Germany, United States and Switzerland, and three emerging
countries, Brazil, China, and India. Their study highlighted that the expectations of sustainable
food consists of five constructs: innovation, terroir, health-related aspects, naturalness, and ethical
attributes. Another study [10] conducted in Belgium examined the effects of social norms, values,
perceived consumer effectiveness, certainty, perceived availability, and involvement in consumers’
attitudes towards sustainable food. However, research that focused on factors affecting sustainable
food consumption is still inadequate. None of the studies were conducted in the Malaysian context.
Research from one country to another cannot be generalized as the one to another country differ
culturally and economically. Thus, our study focuses on exploring the factors that influence consumers’
intention to purchase sustainable-food products in Malaysia.

The research question that may be raised in the study is what factors dominate the consumption
of sustainable food. This question has been investigated in the literature, but further investigation
will assist the development of knowledge in the field. It is required to describe the reasons for
this behavior [11]. Evaluating the obstructions that exist between behavior and attitude as well as
understanding the way consumers decide to consume sustainable food produces is a part of the
procedure of decreasing carbon footprints and in the long run [12–14]. A better theoretical consideration
that may guide to new information for policy creators. Therefore, the main aim of this research is to
use an extension of the theory of planned behavior to explore the factors affecting sustainable food
consumption behavior in Malaysia.

As to the structure of the research, the subsequent section illustrates the theoretical background of
the study, and the third section proposes the research hypotheses. The fourth introduces the research
methods used in the study. The fifth section shows the research results, followed by the sixth section
addressing discussions on the research findings. The final section gives research conclusions.

2. Theoretical Framework

To explain sustainability-related behavior, several theories have been proposed in the literature [15].
For example, the value-belief-norm (VBN) model was developed by Stern et al. [16] to clarify the effect
of human values on behavior in the context of environmentalist. In a causal chain, this theory postulates
the association between behaviors, values, beliefs, and norms [16,17]. Schwartz [18–20] explained
values in a multidimensional concept. The VBN model has been used in several studies [21–26].
Among several theories proposed in the research, the most widely usage theory is the theory of planned
behavior (TPB) used to explain consumer behavior. Therefore, this study will use the TPB to examine
what factors impacting consumers’ intention to purchase sustainable-food products.

According to the scholars, the TPB (theory of planned behavior) can explain and predict a wide
variety of human behaviors across a variety of settings [27,28]. Based on available information and
careful consideration this theory was developed to framework deliberative decision making and
conscious, grounded in the social cognitive psychology literature. The model assumes that individual
can control a significant amount of their behavior; thus, by identifying intention of individual’s to
perform a behavior, actual behavior can be predicted [28]. Intentions refer to an individual’s motivation,
to try hard to endorse the behavior and willingness to employ effort [27].

TPB proposes that the likelihood of occurring a behavior depends on an individual’s intention to
engage in that behavior, while individual’s attitudes play a crucial role to develop their intentions [27,28].
Perceived desirability of the eventual outcome of an action (personal desirability), the acceptability
of the outcomes by the reference group (social norms), and the feasibility of the behavior (perceived
behavioral control) are some important attitudes that affect intentions in TPB [27,28].
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TPB is the extension of the theory of reasoned action (TRA), which can evaluate and assess several
complicated traits of human behavior [29]. TRA clarifies how individual’s certain behavioral traits and
reactions influence them to adopt or rejects of certain behavior. TRA also defines a certain attitude
of consumer behavior when it comes to purchasing or choosing a certain product. In other words,
it provides reason and explanation of why certain consumers select a certain type of product [30].
TPB complements the behavioral control to two main constructs of TRA which are norms of attitude
and subjective norms [27].

Extant studies on social psychology and consumption have provided empirical support to TPB
has been supported by [27–31]. According to Thomson et al. [32] meta-analysis technique, the variable
attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control can explain 40–50% of the variance in
individual’s intention, which further explains 19–38% of the variance in behavior. Various research
on food choices by consumer have used TPB as their underpinning theory and found empirical
support [33–35]. Honkanen et al. [36] argued that TPB is an important model for studies in the context
of food.

Other researchers have found the theoretical framework of TPB to be very important in food
consumption-related behavior [37,38]. There are more than 600 studies that have provided empirical
evidence of the TPB framework in the last decades [39]. For example, a study by Karajin and Iris [35]
studied on halal meat buying intention and found that attitude, social norm, and perceived behavioral
control had significant influences on intention in France. In the organic food buying context [33,40,41],
and online purchasing behavior [42–48] also researchers found support of TPB. Although TPB has been
used in food-consumption related studies, only a few studies [10] have emphasized the theoretical
framework of TPB model to investigate sustainable food consumption behavior of consumers. Vermeir
and Verbeke [10] examined the effects of social norms, values, perceived consumer effectiveness,
certainty, perceived availability, and involvement on consumers’ attitudes towards sustainable food.
There is a dearth of research which applies the factors of TPB model to explain sustainable food
consumption behavior of consumers.

3. Research Model and Hypotheses

The TPB was used as the based model for this research, as shown in Figure 1. One new construct,
perceived value, is added to the model, as perceived value may influence behavioral intention [49–51].

Figure 1. The diagram of the conceptual framework.
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Sustainable food consumption intention precedes the actual purchasing behavior. Intention
reflects future behavior. Perceived value, attitude and social norm are postulated to have direct and
positive relationships with intention. Perceived availability and perceived consumer effectiveness are
two constructs representing perceived behavioral control, and will examine the positive relationship
with intention and behavior, whereas behavioral intention has a positive and direct relationship
with behavior.

Perceived value refers to the consumer’s overall evaluation regarding the net benefit of a good or
service that they receive [52,53]. Zeithaml [54] identified perceived value is an important antecedent of
buying intention. Other researchers also revealed that customers’ perceived value can significantly
influence their intention to buy [49–51,55–57]. Thus, based on the above arguments the following
hypothesis is proposed:

Hypothesis 1 (H1): There is a positive relationship between perceived value and the intention of sustainable
food consumption.

Attitude is a very important factors in influencing consumers’ purchasing behaviors [27,58,59].
Moreover, attitude is considered as a leading factor for intention to sustainable or environmentally
friendly foods [42]. Several researchers have found a significant relationship between attitude
and intention to sustainable food consumption. Among them, Vermeir and Verbeke [10] and de
Barcellos et al. [12] shed light on the way attitude influence intention to consume sustainable food.
Therefore, the second hypothesis of this study is:

Hypothesis 2 (H2): There is a positive relationship between the attitude of consumers and the intention of
sustainable food consumption.

As mentioned by many scholars, social norm or subjective norm is another factor in the TPB
model [12,27,60]. As mentioned by Baker et al [61], social norm is a very important predictor for
intention to sustainable food consumption. Ruiz de Maya et al. [62] stated that social norm has a
very close relationship with the culture of people. Furthermore, Vermeir and Verbeke [63] stated that
sometimes even consumers who have not had a positive attitude towards purchasing organic-food will
do so because of the effect of social norms. Consumers will have stronger intentions toward purchasing
sustainable and organic foods when they are motivated by social norms. The relationship between
social norm and intention to sustainable food consumption is direct [27]. Thus, the third hypothesis of
the framework is:

Hypothesis 3 (H3): There is a positive relationship between the social norm of consumers and the intention of
sustainable food consumption.

Perceived availability refers to the extent that consumers feel that sustainable products are easily
accessible [27]. As mentioned by so many researchers who used the TPB model in their studies,
perceived availability is a very crucial factor in shaping consumers’ intention toward purchasing
foods and particularly the sustainable one [27,60,64–66]. It has been mentioned by some scholars that
perceived availability has a very crucial effect on the purchase of consumer goods; in some cases,
it can even be a barrier for their purchase if there is no availability of products [63,67]. In other words,
perceived availability can effect on consumers’ intention of sustainable-food consumption, consequently,
their behavior [10,63]. Moreover, it can directly affect the behavior of consumers. So, it can be
concluded that:

Hypothesis 4 (H4): There is a positive relationship between perceived availability and the intention of
sustainable food consumption.
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Hypothesis 5 (H5): There is a positive relationship between perceived availability and the behavior of sustainable
food consumption.

Perceived effectiveness, as mentioned by Ajzen [27], Persson [60], Vermeir, and Verbeke [63],
refers to how positively or negatively a consumer thinks of his or her actions. Arvola et al. [68] stated
that consumers need to feel good about their actions, and they need to be aware of the fact that
their actions do bring about a change in the food cycle; otherwise, they would feel demotivated and
reluctant to make a change. As also mentioned by Sparks and Shepherd [33], it is strongly believed
that perceived effectiveness would eventually increase food consumption behavior. Roberts [57] also
believes that perceived effectiveness is a controlling factor that motivates consumers to have a higher
intention to the consumption of sustainable products and at the end of the behavior of sustainable food
consumption. Vermeir and Verbeke [10] stated that perceived effectiveness is an important factor which
can significantly influence consumers’ intention to buy sustainable food products. Persson [60] stated
that behavioral controls which mean perceived consumer availability and effectiveness possess a direct
relationship with consumers’ intention and behavior. Thus, the following hypotheses are proposed:

Hypothesis 6 (H6): There is a positive relationship between perceived effectiveness and the intention of
sustainable food consumption.

Hypothesis 7 (H7): There is a positive relationship between perceived effectiveness and the behavior of
sustainable food consumption.

Researchers identified a strong association between intention and actual behavior [28]. In this
study, the intention is considered as one of the variables which influence behavior. According to the
TPB model, intention is the most important predictor of human behavior [27,58,64]. The intention is
the item which leads to the behavior of food consumption. Researchers like Kim and Hunter [69] also
identified intention as a predictor of behavior. Vermeir and Verbeke [63] stated in their study how a
strong intention can lead to the action of behavior. Persson [60] argued that the “direct relationship
between intention and behavior” is much stronger than the relationships of other variables to intention.
Therefore, the following hypothesis is proposed:

Hypothesis 8 (H8): There is a positive relationship between intention to sustainable food consumption and the
behavior of sustainable food consumption.

4. Research Methods

4.1. Sampling and Data Collection

In this study, a primary data collection method was employed to gathered the required data
through the questionnaire survey. The respondents were gathered from the Klang Valley area in
Malaysia. There were 300 questionnaires were distributed personally to the respondents in two big
shopping malls and 231 were returned back where only 220 are usable. Female were the highest
respondents (54.1 percent), and whereas the highest of age group of 20 and 25 (55.9 percent). The highest
contributors in this research are Chinese group of the total respondents (51.81 percent) and the next
group of respondents were represented by Malays (31.36 percent). Table 1 shows the demographic
profile of the respondents.
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Table 1. Demographic Profile.

Gender Total Number Percent

Male 101 45.9%
Female 119 54.1%

Age

20–25 years 123 55.90%
26–30 years 25.00%
31–40 years 27 12.27%
41–50 years 12 4.45%

Above 50 years 3 2.38%

Race

Malay 69 31.36%

Chinese 114 51.81%
Indian 31 14.09%
Others 6 2.74

4.2. Measures

To develop the questionnaire, the questions for this study were adopted and adapted from the
previous researches [10,60,70]. The demographic information of the respondents, such as race, gender
and age were asked at first in the questionnaire. Then the questions measuring the sustainable food
consumption intention and behavior, as well as factors that influence sustainable food consumption
intention, were asked by using a Likert-scale ranging from “1= strongly disagree” to “6 = strongly agree”.

4.3. Common Method Bias

Harman’s single-factor analysis widely used to test common method bias [71]. Therefore,
the common method bias in the study was tested by using Harman’s method. Employing the KMO
(Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin) technique, the results showed that the values were above 0.5 in the diagonal
matrix and the KMO value was 0.824. Additionally, an un-rotated factor analysis method was used
and confirmed that all factors were loaded separately, and no single factor showed a value of more
than 50%. There are five factors loaded, and the first factor showed a value of 33.237. While common
method bias would exist if a single factor shows a variance higher than 50 [71,72], the results revealed
that there is no common method bias exist in our study.

4.4. Reliability

In this study the Cronbach’s alpha was used to verify the internal reliability of the items [73].
The Cronbach’s alpha for perceived value was 0.902, attitude was 0.839, followed by social norm,
which was 0.851, and perceived availability (0.752), perceived effectiveness (0.797), behavioral intention
(0.876), and behavior (0.788). The result indicates a reliable consistency among the variables since all
the constructs Cronbach’s alpha are avove the threshold value of 0.7 [74].

4.5. Content Validity Test

Content validity denotes whether the instrument is adequate to measure the variables under
research. The function of content validity is judgmental and subjective [73]. Extensive literature survey
were done before developing the questionnaire and taken opinions from experts in this area and thus
we conclude that the content is valid.

4.6. Construct Validity Test

Construct validity represents the extent to which the items in a scale measure the same construct.
To examine underlying constructs and identify the association among interval-scaled based questions
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regarding the intention of sustainable food consumption an exploratory factor analysis was tested.
Varimax rotation with Kaiser normalization and principal axis factors were considered. Varimax
rotation enabled interpretability. To test the suitability of factor analysis usage, The Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin
measure of sampling adequacy (KMO) was first calculated.

The factors have been retained those eigenvalues was more than 1.0. Factors were dropped and
considered insignificant in which the eigenvalues were less than 1.0. There were five factors found the
eigenvalues more than 1.0, which are shown in Table 2. A total of 61.33% of the variance explained
of these five factors. Under the five conditions for sustainable food consumption considered in this
study, the combined results of factor analysis indicate that all items are loaded properly on their
expected factors.

Table 2. Item loading and Cronbach’s Alpha.

Factors Item Loading Cronbach’s α

Attitude 0.839

“I like to consume sustainable food because it will balance the nature” 0.763
“Consuming sustainable food is good because it is advantage to me” 0.755

“I like consumption of sustainable food because of mankind is
severely abusing the natural environment” 0.832

“I would consume sustainable food because human needs to adapt to
the natural environment” 0.727

Social norm 0.851

“People who influence my behavior would think that I should buy
sustainable food” 0.736

“People who are important to me would think I should consume
sustainable food” 0.710

Perceive availability 0.752

“I am able to buy sustainable food” 0.788
“It would be easy for me to acquire sustainable food from in my

neighborhood” 0.854

“I think sustainable food is easily available” 0.779

Perceived effectiveness 0.797

“It is worthy for individual consumers to do something about
pollution” 0.724

“When I will buy food, I try to consider how my use of that will affect
the environment and other neighborhood” 0.687

“Each consumer’s behavior can have a positive effect on society by
buying sustainable food sold by socially responsible producers” 0.699

Perceived Value 0.902

“Quality of sustainable food would be reliable” 0.754
“Sustainable food offers good value for me” 0.741

“Sustainable food would make me feel good” 0.693

Intention 0.876

“I would like to use sustainable food” 0.667
“I would buy sustainable food if I happen to see them in a shop” 0.712
“I would actively seek out sustainable food in a shop in order to

purchase it” 0.716

Actual Behavior 0.788

“I frequently buy sustainable food” 0.787
“I prefer sustainable food over non-sustainable food when the

product quality is similar” 0.725

“I buy sustainable food even it is more expensive than
non-sustainable ones” 0.811
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4.7. Multi-collinearity and Normality of Data

There were 220 respondents were used for this study which is considered as large and thus,
the central limit theorem could be applied, and therefore the normality of the data is not questionable.
Two main approaches namely tolerance test and the variance inflation factor (VIF) were utilized to
determine the presence of multicollinearity among independent variables [75]. The results presented
in Table 3 shows that all the variables tolerance levels are below than 0.01, and the VIF values are less
than 10. The results thus indicate that there are no multicollinearity issues in this study.

Table 3. Test of Collinearity.

Variable Tolerance VIF

Perceived value 0.132 7.547
Attitude 0.240 4.166

Social norm 0.152 6.563
Perceived availability 0.309 3.235

Perceived effectiveness 0.252 3.961

5. Hypotheses Testing Results

Multiple regression results are shown in Table 4 that were used to test the hypotheses. To test
the hypotheses, this study followed the guidelines suggested by Hair et al. [74] where intention and
behavior are considered as the dependent variables. The results showed that except for Hypothesis H4,
all other Hypotheses H1, H2, H3, H5, H6, H7, and H8 were found to be significant in the prediction
model. The results provide support for hypotheses that there was significant effect of perceived value
on intention (β = 0.277; p < 0.001), attitude on intention (β = 0.148; p < 0.006), the social norm on
intention (β = 0.292; p < 0.001), perceived consumer effectiveness on intention (β = 0.260; p < 0.001),
perceived availability on behavior (β = 0.493; p < 0.001), perceived effectiveness on behavior (β = 0.423;
p < 0.001), and intention on behavior (β = 0.833; p < 0.001) as predicted.

Table 4. Results of Hypotheses Testing.

Hypotheses Coefficients (β) t-Value p-Value

Perceived value→ Intention 0.277 3.880 0.000
Attitude→ Intention 0.148 2.788 0.006

Social norm→ Intention 0.292 4.384 0.000
Perceive availability→ Intention 0.005 0.102 0.918

Perceived effectiveness→ Intention 0.260 5.021 0.000
Perceived availability→ Behavior 0.493 9.521 0.000

Perceived effectiveness→ Behavior 0.423 8.235 0.000
Intention→ Behavior 0.833 22.202 0.000

In summary, our study found that except perceived availability, all other exogenous variables
such as perceived value, attitude, the social norm and perceived consumer effectiveness have a
significant relationship with behavioral intention. Moreover, perceived availability, perceived consumer
effectiveness and intention are important predictors of consumers’ sustainable food consumption
behavior. The results are in line with previous studies.

6. Discussions

Our study attempts to determine the factors that can influence consumers’ intention and behavior
in sustainable food consumption context. The regression analysis results revealed that the perceived
value can increase consumers’ sustainable food consumption intention. This finding is in line with
the literature presented in this study. For instance, Brady and Robertson [56], Eggert and Ulaga [49],
Tam [50], and Gounaris et al. [51] argued that perceived values have a strong effect on the perception
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of consumers regarding the intention of food consumption. Perceived values do play a crucial role
when it comes to shaping consumers’ behavior in the sustainable food market [76].

The regression results show that there is a positive relationship between the attitude of consumers
and their perception and sustainable food consumption intention. The findings do suggest a strong
effect of the variable and the positive effect of attitude is present within this framework. These findings
are similar to the findings of [63,68,77,78]. Persson [60] asserted that the role of attitude on sustainable
consumption of food is inevitable and the attitude of people shapes their perception and belief system
towards what they consume. These cues could be influenced and fluctuated by a positive or negative
attitude towards certain food production. Based on these findings, it could be suggested that the effect
of attitude on sustainable food consumption is evident.

The regression analysis results suggest that social norms can positively influence sustainable
food consumption intention. The coefficient beta found in this construct is the strongest among all
the variables in this study towards sustainable food consumption. This suggests that social norms
have the most effective and crucial effect on food consumption in comparison to all the other variables.
Other scholars have found the effect of social norms just as significant. For instance, Robinson and
Smith [28], Vartanian et al. [79], Beck and Ajzen [80], and Engels et al. [81] all suggest that the social
beliefs of a group of people are extreme determinants when it comes to selecting food categories.
Social orms might differ among various age groups of society, as certain groups create and validate their
belief system. Therefore, the findings of this study confirm social norms have a positive relationship
with sustainable food consumption.

The results also reveal that perceived availability has no direct and significant effect on the
intention to sustainable food consumption intention. This result contradicts that of prior studies which
found a significant relationship between perceived availability and sustainable food consumption
intention [12,27,29]. It should be noted that the rejection of the hypothesis only projects the related
findings of this study, and the function of this particular variable might function differently when it is
influenced by other variables or certain instigating factors.

The findings of the regression analysis strongly point to a positive relationship between consumer
effectiveness and sustainable food consumption intention. According to the findings, it could be
concluded that perceived consumer effectiveness has a positive effect on consumers’ intention to
consume sustainable food. Following these significant findings, Sparks and Shepherd [34] and Arvola
et al. [68] have confirmed these findings, and added that, if consumers are aware of their role in the
modification of certain cues of intention towards sustainable food consumption, then they might react
positively towards preserving it. Arvola et al. [68] argued that the role of consumers in preserving and
promoting sustainable food consumption could not be forsaken, for consumers would come to the real
terms of their efficiency in promoting sustainable food consumption when they are aware of their roles.

Strong reasons have been achieved to support the positive relationship of “perceived availability
and perceived consumer effectiveness” over the behavior of sustainable food consumption. It could
therefore, be inferred that these two variables do impose a strong effect on shaping the behavior of
consumers towards sustainable food for “perceived availability and perceived consumer effectiveness”.

Perceived availability has a stronger effect on shaping the behavior of consumers. It could be
suggested that the imposed influence of perceived availability is stronger than the induced effect of
consumer effectiveness, and nonetheless, it could also be suggested that perceived availability does
alter the behavior of consumers. These findings comply with the work of other scholars [27,63,67,82,83],
where they have declared that, when a product is easier to find for consumers, they might consider
turning towards that particular product, and therefore, it could change their mindset and perception,
and eventually their behavior about how they consume and purchase certain products.

Furthermore, the effect of perceived effectiveness is also grand on shaping the behavior of
consumers towards consuming food products. This finding has also been confirmed by some other
scholars, considering one’s self as being an effective factor in making a difference; their behavior could
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be significantly altered towards food consumption; in other words, when consumers see their role in
sustainable consumption, their attitude is likely to be altered and manipulated on the same grounds.

The findings of our research indicate that perceived availability and effectiveness do impose a
positive role on the behavior of food consumption by consumers and therefore, the two hypotheses
could be adopted for this study. The regression analysis implies a positive and strong relationship
between intention and behavior components. Results suggest that intention towards the behavior
formation of sustainable food consumption is relatively positive. The findings of this study would
match the existing studies throughout the literature [27,28,60,84], which suggested that intention
and behavior are complements where one would better define the other. The intention would be
considered as the main driver of behavior, where one sets the very fundamental modification of the
other. In other words, the intention would shape the behavior of consumers towards the consumption
or non-consumption of food. Furthermore, Vermeir and Verbeke [63] also stated that intention and
behavior are closely related, and they merge the very nature of each other. In other words, the intention
has the potential to form or deform the functionality of behavior of food consumption. Hence, it could
be suggested that consumer’s intention to sustainable food consumption can positively effect on their
food consumption behavior.

7. Conclusions

This study looked into the main components and constructs that might affect the intention
and behavior towards the consumption of sustainable food in Malaysia. Among all the variables
except perceived availability, all other variables have been proven to impose significant effects on the
perception of behavior and intention towards sustainable food consumption. The regression analysis
conducted in this study clearly illustrated that the variable which induces the strongest effect on the
intention factor was perceived consumer effectiveness, and the least strong was the attitude component.

From a managerial point of view, our study aims to contribute to a better decision-making process.
Managers should keep track of certain changes that are imposed on the behavior and intention of
consumers. On another note is that the social norms are crucial to influence consumer’s intention to
sustainable food consumption. The managers can take this finding as a clear indication of the need
to produce food sustainably in the future. During this sustainable development era, the notion of
sustainable food consumption can be widespread and could potentially shape social norms globally.
Therefore, a snowball effect is expected by sustainable-food production to fulfil the rising demand
for sustainable food consumption. Furthermore, the findings of this study achieved, to some extent,
clarity with regard to how certain dominators cannot be the determinants of behavior and intention.
This study looked at important factors that might keep influencing consumers’ intention and behavior
of sustainable-food consumption. The contribution of the findings of this study helps to evolve a more
justified and consistent view of the behavior and the possible factors which might influence sustainable
food consumption.

The study was limited to only a particular area in Malaysia. Further study can be conducted in
other countries. The study only used the regression analysis to test the proposed research hypotheses.
Further study may use the structural equation modeling to test more comprehensive relationships
regarding the relationship between these variables. The present study employed the extended theory
of TPB model to explore sustainable food consumption behavior among Malaysians. Further study
may use other theories, such as a “value-belief-norm (VBN) model” or an “attitude-behavior-context
(ABC) model”, to examine sustainable food consumption behavior among Malaysians.
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